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THANK GOD I’M BRAIN DAMAGED (I
THOUGHT SOMETHING WAS WRONG WITH
ME!)
Is brain injury is reaching epidemic levels in Canada. The scariest part? It goes mostly
undetected.
BY STEVEN BOCHENEK
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1971. I come to in the arms of some grownup. It’s cold and bright; I can see his breath but not
smell it. His son bounces beside us, mouth agape; Richard, arms everywhere, babbles faster
than Super Slider Snow Skates.

The man lays me in the back of his car. Richard directs him to our house. The boy kneels
between them. He gawps at me, wide-eyed, doesn’t appear to notice me staring back. Am I
dead? I cross my eyes and stick my tongue out. He gasps, whirls about and doesn’t look at me
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again. I’m not dead.

Ten minutes later we’re home from the tobogganing hill. One hour later we’re at the hospital, my
parents understandably frightened. Five hours later we’re back home and “everything’s fine.”

Thirty-five years later the doctor asks there’d been any head injuries growing up. “It could explain
a lot.” It’s been a troubled few decades.

1979. “You.” SSFACK! “Put.” SSFACK. “This.” SSFACK. “School in peril!” SSFACK.

The priest is strapping me with an 18-inch rubber device affectionately called the Black Doctor.
He’s putting his back into it, administering fifteen full-arm-extended whuppings to each hand. I’m
twelve.

Don’t call Children’s Aid. A little hellion, I set a locker on fire. I’m lucky the priest didn’t expel me.
“Just what.” SSFACK. “Were you thinking?” SSFACK.

Well, there’s a puzzler.

Two weeks before, here I am innocently yanking on Tompka’s lock, bored and looking for laughs.
Suddenly, POP, it just shatters in my hands. Whoops, look at that! My stupid friends and I laugh.
H-huh. Now what could be funnier? “Let’s start a fire in Tompka’s locker! H-huh.” That would be
funny. Matches, a toilet roll for kindling and presto! We’re funny!

The hall fills with smoke. Emergency crews come. Uh-oh.

2004. “You’re fired! Your mouth has made you a liability the agency can’t afford…” I’m being
frog-marched from the chief creative position in one of Canada’s top marketing companies. How
can this be happening? All modesty aside, I’m a star. I’ve won dozens of awards, was even the
Creative Director of the Agency of the Year two years in a row. Whatever childhood troubles I
had, including a notoriously short attention span, have been assets in this career. Then again.

“… drinking, sloppy inattention to detail. There have been repeated warnings.”

2005. “Don’t wanna be an American Idiot.” Join in. It’s the easy-life countryside sing-along!

2 pm on a sweaty summer Thursday, and I’m the luckiest guy in the world. While you corporate
slaves are doing 9 to 7 in the city, I’ve juggled my business online and by phone all week, here in
the country. Right now, I’m ferrying my daughters and those of close friends from riding camp to
their farm for a swim. We’re all singing.

“One nation controlled by the media.” Don’t be shy. You know the words. Oh, you can’t because
you’re stuck in a meeting with morons!

As a special salute to the life left behind, I step harder on the gas. Vroom! The girls sing louder
as we bank into a trio of sharp turns on the dirt road. The car wobbles, the front right wheel
smashes a post, we flip over and land in the ditch.

Thank christ no one’s hurt. I gotta fix myself.

Recently. “Did you ever have a head injury?” I’m intrigued by the doctor’s question. The
possibility that some of my, umm, spontaneity could have a physical cause never occurred to
me. The doctor says we could do a neuro-psych examination, scores of questions that cost
thousands of dollars and take months to complete before reaching a fairly conclusive diagnosis,
supported by lots of sound theory and the opinions of several doctors.

Or we could take a picture.

We schedule a Single Photon Emission Computerized Tomography, SPECT, scan. [Cue: Star
Trek theme.] Though underused by Canadian doctors, SPECT has been widely available in
hospitals for 15 years and is paid for by Medicare. Cheaper and faster than a neuro-psych test, it
could revolutionize psychiatry by bringing theory and fact closer together. Doctors simply need to
learn to interpret the results.

A SPECT scan is a nuclear medicine procedure. A gamma camera circles a subject, shooting
pictures from assorted angles to create tomographic, or cross-sectional, pictures. While they
don’t sell the cameras at Black’s, the technology is far less expensive than magnetic resonance
imaging (MRIs) and position emission tomography (PET scans).

On the day of the SPECT scan, I spend an hour in the hospital. To work, it requires the subject to
drink a mildly radioactive fluid and wait twenty minutes for it to permeate the bloodstream and
brain. I lie down with my head in the SPECT machine. It’s like an oversized billiards triangle
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circling my head (yes, triangles can circle). It slowly rotates, photographing for twenty minutes.
It’s soothing and I doze.

Two weeks later. “A brain is like tofu,” says the doctor. After a life of your-brain-is-a-complicated-
series-of-superhighways-with-millions-of-messages-flying-hither-and-there, I appreciate his
bluntness.

The scan clearly indicates areas of underperfusion in my temporal and frontal lobes. English?
Not enough blood flows there. Healthy brains are symmetrical. The doctor says the asymmetrical
dark holes in my SPECT scan suggest trauma. He displays a model skull and brain that comes
apart. It’s disgusting, really, but informative.

Your ethmoid and sphenoid bones both scoop upwards, creating ridges, cradling your frontal and
temporal lobes. Normally these ridges are guardrails, protecting regions of your brain which
regulate many everyday behaviours. But like any highway with traffic flying in all directions, given
the right angle and speed, protective railings can suddenly become bayonets. With a 20-mph
impact your temporal lobes can splice themselves on your sphenoidal ridge. And with a violent
twist the cribriform plate of your ethmoidal ridge can impale the tofu that is your pre-frontal
cortex.
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